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Most Operational Excellence efforts focus on reducing costs, eliminating non-essential 
work, cutting back bureaucracy and fixing problems or deficiencies.  But when stripping 
down processes we may be exposing the business to increased risk of failure.  This 
research explored best practices in ensuring that businesses operate at the highest 
practicable levels of excellence at all times.



Summary of the report 
This research explored best practices in ensuring that businesses operate at the highest practicable levels of excellence at all times - that is, 
that operations deliver the fundamentals of the business without exposing it to unacceptable failures and consequential damage.  

We recommend that organisations pre-empt potential failures.  Waiting for a disaster to occur to give the impetus can result in immense 
damages to an organisation’s finances, reputation and even lives.

We assessed several approaches to designing systems and concluded that in general the best balance of effectiveness, rigour and ex-
pense is the risk-based approach and that the best technique to support this is the ‘bow-tie’ method.  The bow-tie method:

1. Defines business objectives and identifies events that could prevent those objectives being attained

2. Control requirements are specified to prevent each event happening and activities are defined to minimise the impact if they do  
 occur

3. Procedures and instructions are created to define how these requirements will be met

4. Accountabilities are assigned to ensure that each control is in place and being followed.

We also considered some of the issues and challenges that prejudice success and suggest approaches to address them.  The topics 
covered are:

1. Establishing a management ethos that welcomes opportunities to identify and prevent potential failures, and that does not blame  
 operators if the conditions have not been set for them to perform reliably

2. Having leaders who embody the above values in their everyday words and actions

3. How to measure compliance and success

4. Combining continuous improvement efforts with the system for reliability

5. How to turn off the risk-averse approach when circumstances dictate a need for judicious risk-taking.
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Operational Excellence Research Report

Contents include 

Introductiion
 • Summary

 • Background and context

 • Research methodology.

Reliability - at what cost?
 • What is a management system

 • Approaches to developing a managemetn system for reliability 
- EAM 
- Industry comparison/best practice 
- Risk-based management systems.

The risk based approach to management systems
 • Approach

 • Defninig the ‘Why’: the‘bow-tie’ tool

 • Defining the ‘What’ - generating the control framework

 • Defining the ‘How’ - Processes and procedures

 • Defining the ‘Who’ - Assigning accountability to roles.

Issues and challenges
 • A risk management system will only be effective in a ‘just’ organisation

 • Leadership and culture

 • Measuring compliance and success

 • Accessibility

 • Continuous improvement and the management system

 • Balancing risk taking and risk aversion. 
  
      

Case studies
      Financial services company

      Transport company

For further information or further copies of the report, please go to www.corven.com or telephone 020 3326 2946.
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—The Corven Group
Corven is an integrated group of businesses all focussed on creating value from strategic change.  We work with the largest 
companies on their most important management issues, delivering long-term results and building sustainable capability. 

We operate through the following divisions:

Corven Consulting: a global management consulting firm with offices in the UK and North America -  
Delivering Results, Building Capability

Corven Networks: an exclusive network of leaders committed to fostering innovation, growth, leadership and 
operational excellence - Building Better Business

Corven Ventures: a UK-based activist principal finance investor - Investing for Value through Change

Working as a single firm, we integrate these capabilities to deliver greater value to our clients and investments. This 
allows us to offer innovative and tailored solutions that we believe in.


